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A Sweet Little Gift for your Beloved Father
Father's Day is approaching. What is the best gift for your busy father? If your
father always has a huge job, always frayed nerves, not only people upset, so
are more likely to affect long-term health. Acupressure can effectively eliminate
fatigue, relieve stress, might in this Father's Day, Dad is working hard every day
to send German treasure comfort massage series, let your loved ones and enjoy
comfort like a hand massage anytime, anywhere.

Massager is the first German Pool Far Infrared Association, the Hong Kong
Certificate of brands, innovation combined with acupuncture rubbing pressure,
pressure and vibration massage, lightweight and portable design easy to enjoy
a relaxing massage anytime dad, for him to eliminate fatigue, relieve stress,
restore vitality and promote health. Recently, the new release is German Pool
Massager Series: Far infrared Tapping Massager (MS101), Far Infrared Palm
Massager (MP60) , and Neck Massager (MN51)

The new Far Infrared Tapping Massager
MS101

German Pool new Far Infrared Tapping massager
combined with BIO-ACT and powerful far-infrared
hyperthermia functions effectively relieve muscle.
12 of the intensity of regulation, as many as 26
kinds of massage mode, allowing you to easily
adjust the fit mind massage mode to moderate
intensity for your mallet massage to help relax and
relieve shoulder, neck, waist, back, legs, etc.

fatigue pain, muscle relaxation instantly get the most suitable father for a long
time to work.

The new Far Infrared Palm Massager MP60

Hand part of the fabric of who many points,
meridians, connecting internal organs, to jointly
coordinate the daily operations of the human body.
German treasure hand massage, microcomputer
chip control, combined with intelligent pressure, far
infrared technology and traditional Chinese

acupuncture theory, acupuncture points through the palm rubbing pressure, heat
massage, acupuncture points to improve palm blood circulation, promote
metabolism, thus helping to restore tendons, joints flexible and soft, soothing
hand fatigue, balanced and healthy, is engaged in clerical work to help dad
good "hand."

The new Neck Massager MN51

German Pool MN51 neck massage by rubbing pressure, heat massage,
infrared, magnetic and other methods to stimulate acupuncture points around
the neck and massage ad hoc vibration, moderation, kneading and finger
pressure buckles four kinds of massage modes, stretch tight neck stiff muscles,
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promote blood meridian runs, improving cervical
strain, aging, relieve neck pain and other
symptoms, the most suitable tidal dad used to
play ipad!

Customer product inquiry, please call: 2773 2888
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